Large group fully insured plan
(Employer sponsored)

Employers pay less for
coverage that offers their
employees more
Employers and employees may save up to 40% on healthcare costs
compared to traditional insurance plans.* All without compromise.

See any doctor

Transparent coverage
- no surprise bills

Robust coverage

Plan design flexibility
∙ Employers can select up to
4 plan designs

∙ Pharmacy is typically
included, but optional

∙ Deductibles can range from:
∙ $0-$8,700 (Individual)
∙ $0-$17,400 (Family)

∙ HSA compatible

Get started
Hassle-free employer onboarding

To get appointed and start quoting,
visit: sidecarhealth.com/brokers

Sidecar Health® is compatible with major benefit administration
platforms making it easier to onboard members.

Streamlined quoting process

Quotes are delivered within
two business days.

Any questions?
We're here to help. Reach out
to our Broker Support team at:
805-260-0518
broker@sidecarhealth.com

Large group fully insured plan
(Employer sponsored)

Eligibility requirements
Employer groups

Employees

Employer groups must meet the following
eligibility criteria for our large group fully
insured plans:

Eligible employees include all active employees
or owners/partners actively engaged in
business who:

Employer must be sitused in Ohio and
have 51 or more employees

Deemed benefit eligible by the employer

Organizations must not be formed solely for
the purpose of obtaining health coverage

Full Time employees
(work at least 30 hours per week)

An employer must be in business for at least
6 months before applying for coverage

Part Time employees
(work at least 20 hours per week)

Savings estimate based on a study of more than 1 billion claims comparing self-pay (or cash pay) prices for a frequency-weighted market basket of procedures to insurer-negotiated rates for the
same. Claims were collected between July 2017 and July 2019. R. Lawrence Van Horn, Arthur Laffer, Robert L. Metcalf. 2019. The Transformative Potential for Price Transparency in Healthcare:
Benefits for Consumers and Providers. Health Management Policy and Innovation, Volume 4, Issue 3.
https://hmpi.org/2019/12/09/the-transformative-potential-for-price-transparency-in-healthcare-benefits-for-consumers-and-providers/
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